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Observation of Optomechanical Strain in a Cold Atomic Cloud
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Department of Physics of Complex Systems, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 7610001 , Israel
We report the observation of optomechanical strain applied to thermal and quantum degenerate
87Rb atomic clouds when illuminated by an intense, far detuned homogeneous laser beam. In this
regime the atomic cloud acts as a lens which focuses the laser beam. As a backaction, the atoms
experience a force opposite to the beam deflection, which depends on the atomic cloud density
profile. We experimentally demonstrate the basic features of this force, distinguishing it from the
well-established scattering and dipole forces. The observed strain saturates, ultimately limiting the
momentum impulse that can be transferred to the atoms. This optomechanical force may effectively
induce interparticle interactions, which can be optically tuned.
Light-matter interactions are at the core of cold atom
physics. A laser beam illuminating atoms close to atomic
resonance frequency will apply a scattering force on
them, and an inhomogeneous laser beam far from res-
onance will mainly apply an optical dipole force [1]. An
intense, far detuned homogeneous laser beam does not
exert a significant force on a single atom, though when
applied on inhomogeneous atomic clouds, it will. This
was pointed out [2] while studying lensing by cold atomic
clouds in the context of nondestructive imaging.
The atom’s electric polarizability makes atomic clouds
behave as refractive media with an index locally depen-
dent on the cloud density. An atomic cloud thus behaves
as a lens that can focus or defocus the laser beam. The
atoms recoil in the opposite direction to the beam de-
flection due to momentum conservation. In solid lenses,
this optomechanical force causes a small amount of stress
with negligible strain, due to their rigidity. An atomic
lens, however, deforms, making the force on the atoms
observable by imaging their strain. We refer to this op-
tomechanical force as electrostriction, since it resembles
shape changes of materials under the application of a
static electric field. Electrostriction can be viewed as an
optically induced force between atoms, since the force
each atom experiences depends on the local density of
the other atoms.
Optomechanical forces are applied in experiments on
refractive matter mainly by optical tweezers, pioneered
by [3], using structured light. Less commonly, such forces
can be applied by homogeneous light using angular mo-
mentum conversion due to the material birefringence [4],
or using structured refractive material shapes [5]. Op-
tomechanical forces implemented by such techniques are
used for optically translating and rotating small objects.
By applying electrostriction on cold atoms we gain access
to the effect of optical strain - an aspect in optomechan-
ics not directly studied yet in spite of its importance in
current research [6].
Interactions between cold atoms can appear natu-
rally or be externally induced and tuned. Tuning is
mostly done using a magnetic Feshbach resonance, which
was used to demonstrate many important physical ef-
fects such as Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) collapse
and explosion [7], Feshbach molecules [8, 9], BEC-BCS
crossover in strongly interacting degenerate fermions [10–
12], and Fermi superfluidity [13–16]. Interactions are also
tuned by optical Feshbach resonance [17], optical cavi-
ties [18], or radio frequency Feshbach resonance [19]. In-
teractions can be induced by shining a laser beam on
the atoms and creating a feedback mechanism to their
response by an externally pumped cavity or a half cav-
ity [20–25]. The electrostriction force reported here is a
new kind of induced force between atoms, and may be
useful in cold atoms and quantum degenerate atom ex-
periments.
In this Letter we analyze and measure for the first
time the optomechanical strain induced in a cold atomic
cloud by a homogeneous laser beam far detuned from
atomic resonance. We shine the beam on the cloud and
directly observe the resulting strain after time of flight by
absorption imaging. We show that this is a new kind of
light-induced force acting on cold atoms. A saturation of
the strain is observed, which depends only on the ratio
between the momentum impulse applied to the atomic
cloud and the initial momentum distribution width of
the cloud. Possible implications for this new force are
suggested, and, in particular, light-induced interaction
tuning.
With respect to laser light far from resonance, an in-
homogeneous atomic cloud behaves as a lens [2], as pre-
dicted by the optical Bloch equations. When a plane
wave passes through the cloud, it acquires a position-
dependent phase φ(~r). If the phase is small, the Poynt-
ing vector direction changes [26] by an angle |~∇⊥φ|/kL,
where ~∇⊥ is the gradient along the two directions per-
pendicular to the laser beam propagation direction, and
kL, the wave number of the beam. As a backaction,
the atomic momentum changes in the opposite direction.
The momentum change of the atoms is associated with
the electrostriction force, which takes the form [27]
~fes =
~Γ2
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where n0 is an arbitrarily chosen constant density that
fixes the arbitrariness in defining a potential up to a con-
2stant, Γ, the width of the atomic transition, ∆, the de-
tuning of the laser, I, its intensity, Is, the
87Rb saturation
intensity, and n, the local density of atoms.
This force acts only in the directions transverse to the
beam propagation and is derived from a potential in the
transverse directions that scales logarithmically with the
density. It is a collective force in the sense that it acts
only on atoms consisting of an inhomogeneous atomic
cloud. The laser induces interactions between the atoms
and the resulting force is independent of the number of
atoms. The force scales as I/∆, similar to the dipole
force, and unlike other light-induced interactions pre-
dicted before [28–30], which are second order in atom-
light coupling. For convex clouds it is repulsive for red
detuned laser ∆ < 0, and attractive for blue detuned
laser ∆ > 0, opposite to the dipole force. Similar to the
dipole force, changing the polarization has a small ef-
fect of coupling different atomic states, which effectively
changes Is.
In the experiment we typically trap 106 87Rb atoms in
the |F = 1,mF = 1〉 ground state of the 52S1/2 manifold
at a temperature of T = 400 nK. Our crossed dipole trap
has typical trap frequencies of ωx = ωy = 2π×45 Hz and
ωz = 2π × 190 Hz. The atomic cloud, when illuminated
by a red detuned laser beam with ∆ = −100 GHz, is opti-
cally equivalent to a graded index lens of Gaussian profile
e−x
2/(2σ2z)−y2/(2σ2y)−z2/(2σ2z). Its peak refractive index is
nref = 1.0000093 and its widths are σx = σy = 22 µm,
and σz = 5.2 µm. To generate the electrostriction force
we use a λ = 780 nm laser, 50 − 200 GHz detuned from
the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 transition. The beam is coupled
to a polarization maintaining single mode fiber and ejects
with a waist of 1.1 mm. Under these parameters, the
dipole force associated with the laser beam itself is sup-
pressed by 10−3 compared to the electrostriction force,
and the scattering probability is only a few percent. The
dipole force that the light focused by the atoms exerts
on the atoms is negligible. The electrostriction beam is
shone from the yˆ direction (see Fig. 1). The atomic cloud
is optically extended (σ ≫ λ), so a simple refractive me-
dia treatment is adequate. It is dilute (nk−3 = 0.25),
so dipole-dipole interatomic interactions [31, 32] do not
affect our experiment. To measure the force we apply a
short pulse of duration τp right after releasing the cloud,
and image the momentum distribution after a long ex-
pansion time [18 ms, Figs. 1(a)-1(c)] by absorption imag-
ing along the zˆ direction. Since the force is anisotropic,
the cloud expands more in the transverse directions and
gains an aspect ratio (AR) larger than unity. If the atoms
do not move during the pulse (impulse approximation,
τp ≪ ω−1) we can calculate the atomic cloud size σ along
the transverse (⊥) and axial (‖) directions after time of
flight. For a cloud with initial temperature T and after
expansion time t,
σ⊥ =
√
kBT
mω2⊥
√(
1− ~Γ
kBT
Γ
8∆
I
Is
ω2⊥tτp
)2
+ ω2⊥t2
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√
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√
1 + ω2‖t
2.
(2)
After a long expansion time the aspect ratio σ⊥/σ‖ of
the cloud reaches an asymptotic value,
AR2 = 1 +
(
~Γ
kBT
Γ
8∆
I
Is
ω⊥τp
)2
= 1 +
(
σesP
σthP
)2
, (3)
where σesP =
~Γ
√
m√
kBT
Γ
8∆
I
Is
ω⊥τp is the momentum distri-
bution width of the electrostriction impulse, and σthP =√
mkBT - the width of the initial cloud thermal momen-
tum distribution.
The above derivation relies on the impulse approxima-
tion. In order to check its validity, we numerically solved
the dynamics of the atomic cloud when applying elec-
trostriction on it using a phase-space simulation. The
simulation results coincide with our analytic predictions
for all measurements presented here, confirming the im-
pulse approximation. Further theoretical considerations
regarding the above derivation are detailed in [27].
Performing this experiment we observe that the elec-
trostriction pulse neither changes the cloud size along the
longitudinal direction nor the center of mass [Figs. 1(a)-
1(b)]. This indicates that our experiment suffers no sig-
nificant scattering and demonstrates the transverse na-
ture of the optomechanical strain. This is more dramat-
ically demonstrated performing the same measurement
on a BEC. In this case [Fig. 1(c)] the usually fragile bi-
modal distribution typical of a BEC along the axial di-
rection is unaffected by the strong momentum impulse in
the transverse directions. Similar results for pure conden-
sates prove that the force acting on the atoms is different
from that predicted in [30]. We nevertheless emphasize
that our predictions in Eqs. (2) and (3) do not hold for
a BEC, for which the equation has to be modified.
Applying an electrostriction pulse in situ generates a
breathing mode oscillation, only in the transverse direc-
tions. This can be observed by letting the cloud evolve
in the trap for some variable time, and imaging it after
release [Fig. 1(e)]. The results in Fig. 1 did not depend
on the laser polarization, in accordance with our theory.
This observation also indicates that the interactions we
induce between atoms are not dipole-dipole interactions.
We perform strain measurements after short elec-
trostriction pulses for a large range of detunings |∆| <
200 GHz. The results (Fig. 2) are consistent with a 1/∆
rather than a 1/∆2 scaling. This agrees with our pre-
diction in Eq. (1) and rules out the scattering force and
the forces in [29, 30], which scale as 1/∆2, as a source of
the strain observed. Imaging the cloud a short time after
the electrostriction impulse we observe the effect of the
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FIG. 1. Strain measurements. Absorption image of a ther-
mal cloud after long expansion times with (b) and without
(a) an electrostriction pulse. The cloud aspect ratio changes
from unity to 2.1. We used a laser beam shone along the yˆ
axis with intensity 8 × 103 mW/ cm2 ,detuning 47 GHz and
pulsed for 0.5 ms. (c) A BEC after an electrostriction pulse
and long expansion time. Even for a strong impulse and large
aspect ratio the BEC remains partly condensed, showing a bi-
modal distribution in the axial direction (d). (e) Oscillations
in the cloud size along one transverse direction (axial direc-
tion shown in inset) induced by an electrostriction pulse as
a function of a variable waiting time in the trap after apply-
ing the pulse. A pure transverse breathing mode is observed,
fitting to a decaying oscillation (solid line) of twice the trap
frequency.
detuning’s sign as well [27].
To qualitatively compare our observations to the theo-
retical prediction [Eq. (2)], we carefully calibrate our ex-
perimental parameters. In particular, we measured the
spontaneous Raman transition rate between the |F = 1〉
and |F = 2〉 hyperfine states due to the electrostriction
laser. The measured rate was in accordance with the
rate calculated [27] using the Kramers-Heizenberg equa-
tion [33, 34], given the independently directly measured
laser intensity and detuning values, and the atomic pa-
rameters [35]. After calibration, the observed effect is
roughly 2.5 times weaker than expected. As we currently
do not have an explanation for this discrepancy, we scale
our predictions by this factor when comparing results to
theory throughout this paper (Figs. 2-4).
We further investigated the dependence of the elec-
trostriction force on the cloud parameters: total number
of atoms N and cloud size. We measured the aspect
ratio, N , and the cloud size, while applying the same
strain pulse on the cloud (Fig. 3 and inset). As seen,
the measured AR is independent of N , as expected from
Eq. (1). On the other hand, the effect shows a strong de-
pendence on the atomic cloud size. Decreasing the cloud
size makes the cloud a stronger lens, causing the beam
to focus stronger and impart more momentum on the
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FIG. 2. Scaling of strain with detuning ∆. A thermal cloud
AR after an electrostriction pulse and free expansion, red cir-
cles (blue crosses), correspond to a red (blue) detuned elec-
trostriction laser. Fits to the data (solid lines) indicate a
scaling of the force as 1/∆α, with α = 1.09(5) [α = 1.05(9)]
for the red (blue) detuned electrostriction laser. A prediction
(dashed line) based on a force that scales as 1/∆2 is shown
as well. The error in α corresponds to a 95% confidence level.
We used a cloud with a temperature of 1.1 µK and a laser
with intensity 1.1× 104 mW/ cm2, pulsed for 0.5 ms.
atoms.
The dipole force might, in principle, cause dependence
on the cloud size if the laser beam deviates from a plane
wave, suffering intensity profile changes on length scales
comparable with the cloud size. In order to avoid such
situations, we work with a beam size about 100 times
greater than our cloud size. We avoid speckles using a
single mode fiber with a collimator and no other optical
elements before the vacuum cell. We verified the absence
of spatial sharp intensity changes by direct imaging of
the beam. The strain we observed did not change after a
slight misalignment of the beam, suggesting that indeed
no significant local gradients appear. This shows that
the observed cloud size dependence is not due to a dipole
force of the electrostriction beam.
In order to verify the linearity of the electrostriction
force strength with intensity I, we measured the strain
as a function of growing optical power and different pulse
durations and detunings. As seen in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
linearity is indeed evident for low intensities. However,
a clear saturation of the strain [Figs. 4(a)-4(c)] occurs
at high intensities, for various electrostriction pulse du-
rations and detunings. We measured the dependence of
saturation on the cloud temperature as well (not shown
in Fig. 4), and found it appears to depend on the impulse
applied to the atomic cloud Iτp/(T∆). This is evident
from the collapse of all data on a single curve as in Fig. 4.
We note that the results presented in Figs 2 and 3 were
performed for unsaturated strain.
The saturation of the effect stems neither from changes
in the internal state of the atoms nor from expansion
of the cloud during the pulse. Our pulses are consider-
ably short (up to 1 ms) compared with the trap oscil-
lation period of typically 20 ms and the scattering rate
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FIG. 3. Strain for clouds of different sizes. Measured cloud as-
pect ratio after an electrostriction pulse and free expansion for
different cloud sizes (circles), and the theoretical prediction
(line, scaled strain). All data points correspond to thermal
clouds besides the first one, which includes a small condensed
fraction. Smaller clouds consist of fewer atoms, but the ARn
(normalized AR [27]) is independent of the number of atoms
as can be seen in the inset. We used a laser with intensity
7.4×103 mW/ cm2 and detuning 73 GHz, pulsed for 0.25 ms.
of 20 Hz. We verified that there are no changes in the
cloud density and internal state by imaging the cloud at
short times and measuring the number of atoms in the
|F = 1〉 hyperfine state. The only evident change is the
momentum distribution of the atoms, which should not
affect the strain via our theory. As is clear from Fig. 4(c),
saturation occurs when the atoms have accelerated to a
momentum roughly equal to their initial thermal velocity
spread, σesP = σ
th
P .
The observation that lensing saturates close to σesP =
σthP is reminiscent of a classical version of Einstein’s
recoiling-slit gedankenexperiment [36, 37]. In this exper-
iment an interference pattern of light that passed scatter-
ers (slits) is dephased when the momentum imparted to
the scatterers by the photons separates the scatterers in
momentum space giving away the which-path informa-
tion. In our experiment, lensing occurs due to coherent
interference of light passing through different parts of the
cloud. In an analogy to the above gedankenexperiment,
the cloud would therefore cease to behave as a coherent
lens after accumulating a momentum impulse σesP com-
parable to their initial momentum distribution σthP .
The bound on the electrostriction momentum given to
the atomic cloud may prevent application of electrostric-
tion for long times. For short times, the optomechanical
strain has some interesting features of potentially practi-
cal importance (details in [27]). An electrostriction laser
beam applied to a BEC can effectively modify the in-
terparticle interaction strength at the mean-field level,
mimicking the effect of a Feshbach resonance, without
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FIG. 4. Strain saturation with electrostriction laser intensity
I , detuning ∆ and pulse duration τp. (a) Saturation with laser
intensity I for different pulse durations τp (left graph). After
scaling the results by τ 2p (right) they collapse to a single curve.
(b) Saturation with laser intensity I for different detunings ∆
(left graph). After scaling the results by ∆2 (right) they col-
lapse to a single curve. (c) When plotted as a function of the
momentum impulse σesP , all measurements collapse together.
The laser intensity is changed between 0−9×103 mW/ cm2,
the detuning ∆ between (−167)− (+152) GHz, and the pulse
duration τp between 0.1 and 0.6 ms. σ
th
P is the width of the
thermal momentum distribution prior to the electrostriction
impulse.
really changing the scattering length. Interaction tun-
ing was used before [38] for short times using an opti-
cal Feshbach resonance. A BEC with attractive effective
interactions induced by an electrostriction laser is un-
stable to spatial density modulations seeded by initial
noise in the density profile of the cloud, as in nonlinear
optical fibers [39]. An atomic cloud with repulsive effec-
tive interactions works to smoothen out spatial density
modulations. This can serve as an explanation to the un-
explained red-blue asymmetry in [24]. The electrostric-
tion potential [Eq. (1)] serves as a logarithmic nonlin-
earity, and thus a BEC under illumination can support
stable solitons in any dimension [40] - a nontrivial fea-
ture [41, 42]. Finally, a thermal atomic cloud can be
self-trapped by its own strain, resembling a bright soli-
ton [43] in the transverse directions, incoherent and with
5arbitrary shape and size.
In summary, we report the observation of optomechan-
ical strain applied to 87Rb thermal and condensed atoms
when illuminated by an intense, far detuned homoge-
neous laser beam. We experimentally demonstrate the
basic features of electrostriction, distinguishing it from
the well-established scattering and dipole forces, and
proving that it is a new type of force acting on cold atoms.
By the observed electrostriction characteristics, we point
out that this force is distinct from theoretically predicted
light-induced forces such as those discussed in [28–30] or
collective forces measured in [44, 45]. The experimen-
tal results are in qualitative agreement with our theory.
Electrostriction has the potential to be an important tool
in cold atom experiments as it effectively induces inter-
particle interactions, which can be optically tuned.
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Derivation of the electrostriction force and its effect in
time of flight measurements
In this section we derive an expression (Eq.(1)) for the electrostriction force
under research in this work, and its effect on time of flight measurements
(Eq.(2)). These derivations are original.
A plane wave propagating in the zˆ direction has a phase of (kLz − ωLt). kL
denotes the wave number of the incident light, and ωL - its angular frequency.
After passing through an infinitesimal section of width dz in an atomic cloud,
the light will acquire a phase of φ = kLnrefdz, where the local refractive
index of the cloud is given by neff (~r) = 1 + ℜe(χ˜)/2. Here χ˜ is the Fourier
transform of the atoms electric susceptibility. An expression for χ˜ is derived
by solving the optical Bloch equations for two-level atoms [1]
χ˜ = i
3
8π2
nλ3(ρ11 − ρ22) ΓΓ
2
− i∆ . (S1)
1
Here n is the atomic cloud density, λ, the light wavelength, ρ11 and ρ22, the
populations (the diagonal elements of the density matrix ρ) of the two atomic
states denoted |1〉 and |2〉, Γ, the width of the atomic transition, and ∆, the
detuning of the light.
In our experiment we use a far detuned laser |∆| ≫ Γ and to a good ap-
proximation the atoms stay in the ground state so that ρ11 ≈ 1 and ρ22 ≈ 0.
Under these conditions we can approximate the phase φ by
φ ≈ kLdz − σ0
4
Γ
∆
ndz. (S2)
σ0 = 3λ
2/(2π) being the cross section for photon scattering from an atom.
After passing the infinitesimal section at point (x0, y0, z0), the light will have
a phase of (φ(x, y, z0) + kLz − ωLt) at point (x, y, z). The corresponding
Poynting vector under the eikonal approximation [2] takes the form ~S ≈
ω−1L | ~E|2~∇(φ(x, y, z0) + kLz)/(2µ0) = ω−1L | ~E|2(kLzˆ + ~∇x,yφ)/(2µ0), where µ0
is the vacuum permeability and ~E, the electric field amplitude associated with
the light. The Poynting vector is the electromagnetic energy Eγ flux. Using
the dispersion relation of light Eγ = cPγ , the electromagnetic momentum ~Pγ
flux is ~S/c. By momentum conservation, the momentum change per unit time
in an infinitesimal section is d~Pa/dt =
‚
dA⊥~S/c, where the integration is
over surface elements dA⊥ = d ~A·Sˆ surrounding the section. This momentum
change corresponds to the total force on the atoms in the section ~ftotal =
d~Pa/dt. Dealing with clouds which cause only slight changes in the Poynting
vector, its direction will stay approximately the same, and thus 1
c
‚
dA⊥~S ≈
1
c
∆~SdA, where ∆~S is the difference in the Poynting vector after and before
passing the infinitesimal section, and dA is the area of incidence of the section.
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Plugging the speed of light c = 1√
ε0µ0
, the electric field intensity I = cε0| ~E|2/2
and the vacuum permittivity ε0, we get
~ftotal = − k
2µ0ω
2
L
| ~E|2~∇x,yφdA = σ0
4
Γ
∆
I
ω
~∇x,yndzdA. (S3)
The total force is equally distributed among dN = ndzdA atoms consisting
the infinitesimal section, and thus each atom feels a force of
~fes =
~ftotal
dN
=
σ0
4
Γ
∆
I
ωL
~∇x,yn
n
=
~Γ2
8∆
I
Is
~∇⊥n
n
, (S4)
where we used the relation between the scattering cross section and the
saturation intensity σ0 = ~ωLΓ/(2Is).
We note that the cloud imprints a phase on the laser light passing through
it, and this phase does not translate to intensity gradients by means of free
propagation in the cloud itself. This is in contrast to cavity mediated inter-
action schemes described in [3], and to half-cavity schemes as in [4, 5]. In
these works, the round trip in the cavity translates laser phase changes into
intensity changes felt by the atoms.
For a nondegenerate cloud with temperature T , the phase space distribu-
tion of the atomic cloud in a harmonic trap is f0(~r, ~p) ≈ f0eβ(µ−H). Here
H = p2/(2m)+U(~r) is the single particle Hamiltonian, U = m/2
∑3
i=1 ω
2
i x
2
i ,
the trapping potential, β = 1/(kBT ), m, the atomic mass, ~r and ~p, posi-
tion and momentum, ωi, the harmonic trap angular frequencies, and f0, a
normalization constant setting the integral 1/h3
´
d3pd3rf0(~r, ~p) = N to the
total number of atoms in the cloud N . The spatial density distribution of
the cloud in the trap is n0(~r) = 1/h
3
´
d3pf0(~r, ~p) = f0/(λ
3
th)e
β(µ−H), where
λth =
√
2π~2/(mkBT ) is the De-Broglie thermal wavelength of the atoms.
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An electrostriction beam will apply to the cloud a force (S4) of the form
~fes = mβ
~Γ2
4∆
I
Is
∑
i=x,y,z
ω2i xixˆi. (S5)
After shining the laser beam along zˆ for a short time τp ≪ ω−1i , the phase
space distribution of the atoms will be f1(~r, ~p) = f0(~r, ~p − τp ~fes(~r)). If the
cloud is released from its trap right after the laser pulse and expends ballis-
tically, its density distribution will be:
nTOF (~r, t, τp) =
1
h3
ˆ
d3pf1(~r − ~p
m
t, ~p) =
( ∏
i=x,y,z
bi
)−1
no(
x
bx
,
y
by
,
z
bz
)
bx,y(t, τp) =
√
(1− τpβ~Γ
2
8∆
I
Is
ω2x,yt)
2 + ω2x,yt
2
bz(t) =
√
1 + ω2zt
2.
(S6)
bi are the expansion factors of the cloud during ballistic expansion along xˆi.
The sizes of the cloud during time of flight are thus given by
σx,y =
√
kBT
mω2x,y
√(
1− ~Γ
kBT
Γ
8∆
I
Is
ω2x,ytτp
)2
+ ω2x,yt
2
σz =
√
kBT
mω2z
√
1 + ω2zt
2.
(S7)
Experimental conditions and analysis specifics
The experimental parameters used in our measurements presented in the
letter are summarized in Table 1. All measurements were performed waiting
a time of flight of about 18 ms. We note that pulsing the cloud in situ right
before release or right after release does not affect the result.
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Table 1: Experimental parameters used in our measurements.
Parameter Fig .1(b) Fig .2 Fig .3 Fig .4
N(106) 1.2 3 1.5 - 4.5 2
T (µK) 0.4 1.1 0.26 - 1.1 0.5
I
(
mW
cm2
)
8× 103 1.1× 104 7.4× 103 < 9× 103
∆(GHz) 47 −200 - 200 73 −167 - 152
τp(ms) 0.5 0.2 0.25 < 0.6
ωtrap
2π
(Hz) 45× 45× 190 64× 64× 270 57× 57× 240 49× 49× 208
While repeating the measurements in Fig. 2 for each detuning, the elec-
trostriction laser intensity I and the cloud temperature T slightly fluctuate
by a few percent. We monitor I by a photodiode and T by the clouds width
along the longitudinal direction for each run. In Fig. 2 we thus plot the nor-
malized AR2 − 1 as the combination (AR2 − 1) (<I>
I
T
<T>
)2
in the ordinate,
where < I > and < T > are the average laser intensity and cloud tempera-
ture respectively. This slightly affected the fit parameter α (see Fig. 2) by
only a few percent.
Although clearly excluding the scattering force as responsible to the observed
strain, the results in Fig. 2 slightly disagree with our theoretical prediction.
We attribute this to systematic errors, presumably resulting from the long
total time needed for data collection, and the fact the detuning is tuned
manually.
Regarding Fig. 3, changing the number of atoms N , while keeping a constant
cloud size (or equivalently temperature T ) is not straightforward, since the
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evaporative cooling of the atoms is affected by the number of atoms involved
via the collision rate. We thus varied both N and T and plotted (Fig. 3
inset) the normalized AR2n − 1 as the combination (AR2 − 1)
(
T
T0
)2
in the
ordinate, where T0 = 540 nK is a typical cloud temperature corresponding
to a cloud size of 20 µm. We omitted all data points in the inset having
less than 3× 105 atoms, which suffer larger errors due to low signal to noise
ratio. We omitted all data points in the inset having temperatures less than
0.8 µK in order to avoid condensates. The data points were clustered into
ten bins.
A typical scattering rate for our electrostriction laser is 80 Hz for a laser of
power 150 mW (peak intensity 8 × 103 mWcm2 ) and 100 GHz detuning. For a
pulse time of 0.2 ms, only 2% of the atoms will recoil on average. The ratio
between the dipole potential of the electrostriction laser,
Uesdipole = −
m
2
ω2dipolex
2
ω2dipole =
2
mw20
~Γ2
4∆
I0
Is
(S8)
and the electrostriction potential,
Ues = −~Γ
2
8∆
I0
Is
ln
(
n
n0
)
n = n0e
−Uext
kBT
Uext = −m
2
ω2xx
2
(S9)
along xˆ is
Uesdipole
Ues
=
2kBT
m
2
ω2xw
2
0
. (S10)
Here m is the atoms mass, w0 = 1.1 mm, the electrostriction laser beam
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waist, I0, the laser’s peak intensity, and ωx = 2π × 45 Hz, the trap angular
frequency along xˆ.
For a cloud of temperature T = 400 nK, we get Udipole/Ues = 1.6 × 10−3.
These calculations demonstrate the dipole force of the electrostriction laser
and scattering from it are avoidable in our experiment.
Having a nonisotropic Gaussian density profile, the cloud behaves a lens with
aberrations and astigmatism. The paraxial focal length of the cloud along
xˆ is fx = 934 mm. The distance from the cloud where the Fresnel number
becomes unity along xˆ is Lx = 0.6 mm. The cloud thus behaves more as
a diffractive element than a refractive one. Notice that the length scale for
changes in the electrostriction beam intensity profile is Lx/σx = 28 times
larger than the cloud size. This illustrates that the cloud fulfills the ”thin
lens approximation” allowing us to optically analyze it considering only phase
imprinting. As another result from this, the dipole force acting on the cloud,
resulting from the intensity gradient of the laser beam after lensing in the
cloud, is suppressed - 10−2 times weaker than the measured electrostriction
force in a typical case. The dipole force due to lensing scales as 1/∆2, while
the electrostriction force scales as 1/∆.
The sign of detuning effect on the strain
The method presented in the manuscript is inert to the electrostriction laser
beam detuning sign for long time of flight (see Eq.(3)). In principle, imaging
the atoms after a short time of flight can reveal the difference between a blue
and a red detuned electrostriction laser beam. For a typical working point
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Figure 1: Comparison between the atomic cloud aspect ratio evolution for a red (red
dots) and a blue (blue crosses) detuned laser beam pulse. The cloud is released from the
trap, allowed to freely expand for 6ms, pulsed during 1ms, continue expanding freely for
some time of flight, and imaged. A red detuned beam makes the cloud to expand in the
transverse direction. A blue detuned beam makes the cloud to shrink in the transverse
direction and then expand.
one needs to image the cloud after about 1 ms suffering a trade-off between
the strength of the effect and the time window for observing it. This also
poses a challenge to our imaging system due to the large optical density of
the cloud, and limited resolution. We thus modified the method releasing the
cloud from the trap, allowing it to freely expand for 6 ms, pulsed it during
1 ms, let it continue expanding freely for some variable time of flight, and
imaged it - see Fig. 1. This way the cloud is already large when imaged and
the effect lasts for a few ms. A red detuned laser pulse exerts a momentum
kick outwards, making the cloud expand in the transverse direction and its
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aspect ratio to exceed unity. A blue detuned laser pulse exerts a momentum
kick inwards, making the cloud shrink in the transverse direction and its
aspect ratio to drop below unity. After the cloud shrinks, it expands again
and the aspect ratio exceeds unity.
This demonstrates the effect of the detuning’s sign, though comparison to
simulation shows the cloud’s aspect ratio should have dropped much lower
for blue detuning. This relates to our observation of saturation in which
after gaining a momentum impulse comparable to that of the thermal mo-
mentum distribution width, the cloud ceases to further gain momentum. In
the measurement here the cloud after time of flight ceases to gain consid-
erable momentum. In both cases, induced position-momentum correlations
in phase space prevents additional momentum transfer. In the first case,
position-momentum correlations are induces by electrostriction, while in the
second case it is induced by free expansion.
Multilevel atom treatment
The theoretical treatment presented in this work considered the susceptibility
of two-level atoms. The susceptibility of 87Rb atoms take a different value,
which depends on the laser polarization.
For a multi-level atom, the susceptibility takes the form
χ = n
i
~
|µ|2
ǫ0(i∆+ Γ)
. (S11)
Scattering atoms from |F = 1, mF = 1〉, the electric dipole moment takes the
9
form
|µ|2 = ΣF ′,m′
F
|Σqaq 〈F = 1, mF = 1| erq |F ′, m′F 〉|2 , (S12)
where q is the circular decomposition index, aq is defined by the decompo-
sition ~r · ǫˆ = Σq∈{0,±1}aqrq, ǫˆ being the laser polarization unit vector. Note
that the sum over mF and q reduces to a single sum due to selection rules.
The polarization of a general elliptically polarized laser propagating along yˆ
toward atoms quantized along zˆ, as in our experiment, can be parameterized
as ǫˆ = cosφzˆ + sinφeiθxˆ. We thus recognize a0 = cosφ and a±1 =
sinφeiθ√
2
.
Plugging all matrix elements [6] in Eq.(S12) in terms of the reduced matrix
element (RME) gives,
|µ|2 = 1
3
RME2
RME =
〈
J =
1
2
∣∣∣∣ ||er||
∣∣∣∣J ′ = 32
〉
= 3.584× 10−29 C ·m.
(S13)
Notice the susceptibility is independent of the laser polarization. Further-
more, it takes the same value as for the cycling transition for a linearly
polarized laser
|µπ-polcycling transition|2 =
1
3
RME2. (S14)
We note this simple result is valid for elliptically polarized laser propagating
perpendicular to the quantization axis. For instance, a laser propagating
parallel to the quantization axis will induce a polarization-dependent effect.
This proves we can treat our atoms as two-level systems using the cross
section σ0 = 1.938 × 10−9cm2, or equivalently the saturation intensity Is =
2.503 mWcm2 , of a linearly polarized laser working on the cycling transition.
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Spontaneous Raman transition rate
We measured a spontaneous Raman transition rate of Γexp|i〉→|f〉 = 15.4 Hz
between the |i〉 = |F = 1, mF = 1〉 to any |f〉 = |F = 2, mF 〉 hyperfine state
due to the π-polarized electrostriction laser of intensity I = 8.4 × 103 mWcm2
(total power of P = 160 mW) red detuned by ∆ = 2π × 100 GHz from the
|F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 transition.
The rate of photon scattering events in which an atom initially in state |i〉
ends up in state |f〉 is given by the Kramers-Heisenberg formula [7, 8],
Γi→f = g2Γ
∣∣∣∣∣a
(1/2)
i→f
∆
+
a
(3/2)
i→f
∆−∆f
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (S15)
Here, g = Eµ
2~
, E =
√
2I
cǫ0
is the laser-beam electric field amplitude, c, the
speed of light, ǫ0, the vacuum dielectric constant, and
µ = | 〈2P3/2, F = 3, mF = 3∣∣ ~d · ~ˆσ+ ∣∣2S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2〉 |, where ~d is the
electric dipole operator. The effective amplitude
a
(J)
i→f = ΣqΣe∈J 〈f | ~d · ~ˆσq |e〉 〈e| ~d · ~ˆσk |i〉 /µ2 is the sum over amplitudes of
scattering through all levels, |e〉, in the 2PJ manifold, ∆ is the laser detuning
from the 2S1/2 →2 P1/2 transition, and Γ = 2π× 6.0666 MHz is the radiative
linewidth of the excited states in the 2P manifold [6].
In our case, we use detuning ∆ up to few hundreds of GHz from the |F = 2〉 →
|F ′ = 3〉 transition. We can thus neglect the J = 3/2 term in Eq. (S15) for
all working points. The matrix element µ can be written in terms of the
reduced matrix element (RME - see Eq. (S13) above),
µ = 〈F ′ = 3, m′F = 3| ~d · ~ˆσ+ |F = 2, mF = 2〉 =
√
1
2
RME. (S16)
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In our case of a π-polarized laser,
ΣmF
∣∣∣Σe |f〉 ~d · ~ˆσq |e〉 〈e| ~d · ~ˆσk |i〉∣∣∣2 = |RME|4 · CG
CG =
∣∣∣∣∣−
√
1
8
· −
√
1
12
+
√
5
24
·
√
1
20
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣−
√
1
8
·
√
1
24
+
√
5
24
·
√
1
40
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣−
√
1
8
·
√
1
8
+
√
5
24
·
√
1
120
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
(S17)
All Clebsch-Gordan coefficients were taken from [6]. Plugging all values in
Eq. (S15) we obtain Γtheory|i〉→|f〉 = 17.2 Hz agreeing with the experimental value
up to 10%. This result combined with our independent measurements of all
laser and atoms parameters, convinces us we have control over the experiment
parameters.
Self trapping
With a blue detuning, the strain laser can be adjusted to cause a thermal
atomic cloud to be self-trapped by its own strain. A thermal cloud trapped
in some external potential Uext(~r) will have a Maxwell-Boltzmann spatial
density n(~r) ∝ e−βUext. Under the effect of an electrostriction laser it will
experience a force (Eq.(1))
~fes ∝
~∇⊥n
n
∝ ~∇⊥Uext (S18)
proportional to the force applied by Uext(~r) in the directions transverse to
the electrostriction laser beam. By turning off the external potential and
rapidly turning on a blue detuned laser one can demonstrate self-trapping
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of the cloud in the transverse directions. This will be achieved choosing a
working point at which the relation
~Γ
kBT
Γ
8∆
I
Is
= 1 (S19)
holds. This relation can be fulfilled, with a laser of power P = 220 mW
and detuning 2 THz, suffering a scattering rate of only 0.3 Hz. Notice this
exotic effect is predicted to work for external potentials of any shape or
origin. A more involved scheme using two laser beams can be applied to get
self-trapping in all three dimensions.
In steady state such considerations would imply the electrostriction force,
which optical dipole trap beams exert on the trapped atoms, is comparable
to the trapping force itself. If this was true, the breathing and dipole modes
of noninteracting thermal atoms in a dipole trap should deviate considerably
from two. No such deviation is observed, probably due to the saturation we
measured at long times and since Eq.(1) ignores light momentum redistri-
bution associated with the trapping mechanism itself. The validity of (S18)
and (S19) for steady state and for inhomogeneous beams is questionable.
Effective interaction tuning
An electrostriction laser beam applied to a two-dimensional BEC with a
homogeneous density |ψ(~r)|2 = n(~r) = n0 will exert a potential (Eq. (1))
which can be expanded as,
Ues ≈ −~Γ
2
8∆
I
Is
n(~r)− n0
n0
(S20)
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for small deformations of the spatial BEC density profile. Plugging Eq.(S20)
in the Gross-Pitaevski equation governing the BEC dynamics we get:
i~
∂ψ
∂t
=
(
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + g|ψ|2 + Ues
)
ψ
≈
(
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + g˜|ψ|2 + const
)
ψ
g˜ = g − ~Γ
2
8∆
I
Is
1
n0
.
(S21)
The electrostriction laser effectively modifies the interparticle interaction
strength g at the mean-field level, mimicking the effect of a Feshbach res-
onance, without really changing the scattering length. The interaction can
be made repulsive (attractive) using a red (blue) detuned laser. A laser of
power P = 4 W and detuning 4 THz can effectively modify the scattering
length of 87Rb to be about 60 times larger, suffering a scattering rate of
only 1.4 Hz. One can extend the scheme we suggest to a three-dimensional
BEC using two perpendicular electrostriction beams, avoiding interference
by means of a frequency shift and perpendicular polarizations.
Pattern formation
A BEC with attractive effective interactions induced by an electrostriction
laser will be unstable to spatial density modulations, seeded by some noise in
the cloud density profile. The pattern formation process within a BEC can
be derived using the Gross-Pitaevski equation (Eq. (5)), which is identical
in form to the wave equation describing light propagation in an optical fiber
with a Kerr nonlinearity [9]. We can thus rewrite the result in this reference
for our case obtaining the dispersion relation ω(k) for disturbances of the
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BEC over its unstable stationary state
ω2 =
(
~k2
2m
)2(
1 +
2n0g˜
~k2
2m
)
, (S22)
where g˜ was defined in Eq. (5). One can see that when the electrostriction-
induced effective attraction overcomes the repulsive background interaction
(g˜ < 0), the angular frequency ω becomes imaginary for 0 < k < kc, where
~k2c
2m
= −2n0g˜. (S23)
In this regime, the angular frequency gets a maximal amplitude value at
k = kp, where k
2
p = k
2
c/2.
A modulation having a wave number kp stemming from a BEC density fluc-
tuation or an electrostriction beam intensity fluctuation, will grow exponen-
tially faster than in any other wave number. The BEC density profile will
thus get increasingly modulated at wave number kp and will reach a point,
where the small deformation approximation used in deriving Eq. (5) breaks
down. We expect an eventual stabilization of the process, since the natural
repulsion of 87Rb atoms, which is linear in the density, will overcome the
electrostriction potential, which is logarithmic in the density. This analysis
is similar to the one in [10] in the context of cold atoms.
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